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THE TL;DR / EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
We have interviewed many companies that jumped into passing a SOC 2 audit without proper planning. This tends to make the process quite painful! We also see many
Companies create a lot of policies and procedures thinking that these are all they
need to do to prepare for their audit. It’s easy to find a list of policies and make them
your own - but are they valuable for your organization or just busy work? We have
been through this process without a coach or guide and wasted so much time - that
is why we created Strike Graph. We don’t want anyone to feel the pain we felt!

What You Really Want to Know: Cost & Timeline
Traditionally, companies paid for a Risk Assessment, a Preparer, a Pen Tester and
an Auditor. With Strike Graph, companies are able to combine their assessment,
preparation and Pen Test needs into a single platform thereby limiting scope, saving
money & saving time.
Impress potential investors by including these costs in your business plan. You don’t
have to commit to tackling IT security right away, but you may look like a rock star for
considering it once you reach a key milestone.
Also, budget for any security related tools that you think are specific to your industry.
For example, if your product handles any personal health information, then
you will absolutely want to include appropriate ePHI product
solutions very early on in development.
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WHERE TO START
You need to establish a cyber security program so that you can get your SOC 2 certification and the first thing that an ‘expert’ recommends is writing policies. A quick
search of the web reveals hundreds of types of policies, thousands of templates and
a ton of audit and compliance jargon. Is this really required for an audit? How does
this help me earn money?

100% of our customers wrote a policy that was irrelevant
to their organization before joining Strike Graph.
Instead of policy writing, we recommend starting with ‘Scope’.

Setting the Scope: Risk Approach
With the Strike Graph solution, right-sizing the scope of certification is the first thing
you do. This allows you to focus time and energy on the things that are not only relevant to your unique set up, but contribute to efficiently passing your audit.
If you’re a SaaS company, make sure you’re only identifying specific risks to your service and then you can identify controls you already have in place to address each risk
or gain visibility into what you may need to implement. Without this approach, we’ve
seen companies try to “boil the ocean” during an audit and greatly expand the time,
effort and cost of the certification. Make sure you have a clear scope with your risks
assessed and controls identified before collecting the evidence needed.
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With the right scope, preparation moves right into evidence collection to support
the SOC 2 audit. Now you can surgically go after the artifacts - screenshots, config
files, policies - that will help you demonstrate your security posture and validate the
controls you have put in place. This preparation saves you a tremendous amount of
back-and-forth with the auditor during the actual audit.
It should be no surprise that hard work upfront in scoping pays dividends in helping
make the audit a success. While “Just Do It” is a great mantra and motivator, make
sure you are scoping the work in preparation prior to jumping into the audit.

Common Policies
In your early days, you are not in the business of formal policy writing. We find that
there are only a few policies that are common to all organizations on the SOC 2 path:

An
(Logical) Access

Change

Control Policy

Management
Policy

overarching
Information
Security
Policy

A
Non-Disclosure
Agreement for
both Employees
and for
Contractors

These policies will often be required to be shared with your customers as part of their
vendor management program. Any additional policies and procedures that are truly
relevant to your organization will emerge from the results of the Strike Graph Risk
Assessment.
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After Policies…
You are busy creating The Next Big Thing and you need to focus on this to get your
start-up off the ground. There are a few practical places to start:

1.

Begin with a solid Change Management Process that can grow as
your team grows. After you have your prototype, implement independent testing AND independent code review - this will ensure
that no untested code gets migrated without a second set of eyes
on it. Set these baseline expectations early. Then, as you grow,
you can add other change management practices such as SAST or
DAST, automated Gitlab processes, and ‘security by design’.

2.

Think about your back end infrastructure (It might be appropriate
to outsource the management of this in your early days). Set up
the basics: a firewall, VPN access, intrusion detection, encrypted
email, and configure each container with the CIS Benchmarks.

3.

If relevant to your environment, begin to run vulnerability scans
and address the findings on a set cadence. Define who and how
soon Severe and High vulnerabilities will be addressed. (Medium
and Low vulnerabilities can come later when you have more staff
to handle them.)

These foundations establish a solid base from which you can add controls for logical
access, system monitoring, back ups, vendor management, and all of the operational
controls that are appropriate for the SOC 2.

System Description- Essential
The System Description (aka ‘Section 3’), is prepared by management (that is you)
and is a required element of a SOC 2 report. According to the AICPA (the governing
body for the SOC 2), a System Description is designed to enable customers, partners,
and other intended users to understand the service organization’s system.
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In other words, this document is intended to clearly and accurately describe the service your customers will be using as well as provide a narrative of your organizational
maturity and the security activities related to your organization.
Some organizations find that a version of the System Description has been useful in
gaining customer trust prior to the SOC 2 certification. Sharing a preliminary draft of
this document with potential customers prior to receiving the SOC 2 certification can
help them understand that your company is carefully analyzing security and implementing relevant controls.

Having this document written before wading into an audit can help clarify
to the auditor understand the scope of the audit, meaning it outlines exactly
what you want them to assess and may help to limit any “gotchas” during the
audit assessment. Typically consultants will charge up to $15k - $20k to
help draft a System Description for your SOC 2. The Strike Graph approach
eliminates the need for consultants while ensuring you meet important requirements.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS

Start Early

Hire with Security in Mind

You are most likely going to be asked for

As you ramp up hiring, look for appli-

a SOC 2 when you sell to your first mid-

cants who are passionate and prac-

sized or enterprise customer. While it is

tical about security. Their passion will

hard to predict when that first customer will surface, you can come prepared
with basic security already in place.
While setting up a decent, appropriately-sized security compliance function is possible in 4-6 weeks, we wish
we had methodically chipped away at
our looming audit by planning key security tasks in Sprints. Set yourself up
for success and avoid the last minute

make it easier for your organization to
put good practices in place. The practicality will be in efficient, appropriately sized security processes - you do
not want to put in processes to simply
check a box, but rather, because it is the
Right Thing To Do to win a customer’s
trust and improve sales. If security is a
mystery, consider outsourcing different
components that are outside your area
of expertise. For example, consider
outsourcing the operations and security

compliance rush. Better to chip away at

over the network infrastructure, or find

security now then to lose valuable cod-

a person or solution that can handle

ing hours because all hands are on deck

your HR/Operational practices. Focus

to get prepared for an audit.

on what you do well and let others help
pick up any slack.
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Strive for Good vs. Best
(Practice)
You are small, so it’s ok to approach
IT security in steps. The key is to start
with a solid (aka ‘good’) baseline. You
are nowhere near having a fully staffed
enterprise security function, so do not
shoot for ‘Best Practice’ yet. Security

Don’t Forget to
Operationalize
Setting up good security practices is
only half the battle. These practices
now need to be followed and maintained. Be prepared to have new processes thrown into your startup mix.

will be an evolution - it may not make

Also be prepared for a bit of backlash

sense to implement the currently hyped

from employees as they adapt to more

Glossy Security Solution if you have no

robust processes. Utilize collaboration

revenue or customers to support it or

tools (Confluence, Google Docs, etc.) to

especially if that Glossy Solution is on

set up SOPs, or playbooks, that are liv-

a provider’s roadmap for release less
than 12 months out. Address each security risk as cost-effectively as you can,
even if it is temporarily manual and
painful.
Unlike more rigid frameworks (NIST,
ISO), the beauty of the SOC 2 is that
YOU define the controls that you want
the auditor to test. Your job is to ensure
that you have appropriate controls in
place to address the SOC 2 ‘Criteria’,
but the controls you choose to demonstrate this coverage is up to you. Don’t
let your auditor convince you that you
must adopt Best Practice when Good

ing documents and can be refreshed as
you grow. These will be invaluable later when an auditor asks you to describe
a process.

We hope this information
is useful as you embark on
your startup journey.
Contact us if you have more
important things to do than
run and manage a security
function while you create
The Next Big Thing.

Practice will provide you the control
coverage you need.
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Free Pen Test W/New
SOC 2 Subscription
While Pen Testing slots remain
available, new SOC 2 security
compliance subscribers will receive
a complimentary pen test during
their first year.
Reserve Your Complimentary Pen Test
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